We address the hard question of e cient use on parallel platforms, of incomplete factorization preconditioning techniques for solving large and sparse linear systems by Krylov subspace methods. A novel parallelization strategy based on pseudooverlapped subdomains is explored. This results in e cient parallelizable preconditioners. Numerical results give evidence that high performance can be achieved.
Introduction
Combined with suitable preconditioners, Krylov subspace methods can be powerful iterative methods for solving the large sparse linear systems that arise in many scienti c computations 6,23 . In particular, incomplete factorizations as preconditioning techniques are often e cient 31,32 . Their major drawback is that they are not easy to parallelize without seriously a ecting the convergence. Several attempts have been reported in the literature, including reordering strategies, see, e.g., 1,4,8,11,16,20,21,30,38,45 47,49 , domain decomposition type approaches 9, 10, 22, 25, 27, 36, 41, 42 , and truncated Neumann series approaches, 44, 3, 48 . This re ects the di culty of the task. Recent surveys of techniques for achieving parallelism may be found in 13,17 . We aim at designing a new and more e cient parallelization strategy. W e p a rticularize an improved version of the parallel block method proposed in 27 to the pointwise incomplete factorization preconditionings. Our approach m a y be seen as a generalized domain decomposition DD method. If necessary, it may beimplemented as a global re-ordering technique. In contrast to classical DD methods, communication between adjacent subdomains is required during the construction and during the application of the preconditioner. A special treatment of the interface gridpoints allows to alleviate the signicant decrease of the convergence rate that is characteristic for DD methods and for most of the orderings that have been suggested for general parallel computations see, e.g., 16,14 . Our exposition is organized as follows. In Section 2, we g i v e a b r i e f o verview of our terminology and notation. Section 3 consists of background material, including a description of the preconditioned conjugate gradient PCG method, and a description of the generalized incomplete factorization preconditioner. In Section 4, we i n troduce and motivate our parallelization approach. Results of numerical experiments are reported in Section 5. Section 6 summarizes some concluding remarks and future directions for investigation.
Terminology and notation

Stieltjes matrices
A real square matrix A is called a Stieltjes matrix or equivalently, a symmetric M-matrix if it is symmetric positive de nite and none of its o diagonal entries is positive see, e.g., 43 .
Miscellaneous symbols
Our matrices will be real, square and nonsingular, and of order n. W e use A t to denote the transpose of A, and diagA denotes the diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries coincide with those of A.
Two gridpoints i and j are connected, with respect to the graph of A, i f a i;j 6 = 0 or a j;i 6 = 0 .
The symbole represents the vector with all components equal to 1.
LPL t -factorization
By the LPL t factorization of a nonsingular Stieltjes matrix S we understand the complete factorization S = L s P s L t s where P s is a diagonal matrix while L s is a lower triangular matrix such that diagL s = I.
Background
For illustration purposes, we consider the following self-adjoint second order two-dimensional elliptic PDE ,p u xx , q u yy + t u = fx; y in = 0 ; 1 0; 1
where , denotes a portion of the boundary @ of . We assume that if t = 0 then , 6 = ;. The coe cients p and q are positive, bounded and piecewise constant, and t is nonnegative, bounded and piecewise constant. We discretize 1 over a uniform rectangular grid of mesh size h in both directions with Two basic strategies for accepting or discarding ll-in have beendevelopped. these parameters is an art rather than a science. As is well known, potential bottlenecks for PCG methods, as described above, are the construction of the preconditioner B and the preconditioning step at each PCG iteration Step 3, see e.g. 46 .
In our analysis, we shall make use of GRIC with level ll`which, according to 31 , is denoted by GRIC`. Observe that any n o d e j that is connected, with respect to the graph of L, with two nodes i and k such that j i k gives rise to a ll-in element in position k;i of L, if` 1.
To solve a linear system of the form LPL t w = r, that occurs at each PCG iteration step 3 o n F i g . 1 , one may proceed with the two steps as described in Fig. 3 . The construction of GRIC` and the preconditioning step involve recurrence relations that inhibit e cient parallel computation, most notably for lexicographical ordering. We will rst consider GRIC0, in which the sparsity structure of A is preserved. In Fig. 4 , the graph of A is depicted with a stencil graph notation 28 : a diagonal entry a i;i is represented by circle numberi; the edge fi; jg here, thin lines corresponds to a nonzero o diagonal entry a i;j . Oblique thick lines represent the discarded level 1 ll-in entries that determine the remainder matrix R = B , A. The smaller kRk, the faster the convergence. The values n x and n y denote the numberof unknowns in x and y direction, respectively. In Fig. 4 , we have taken n x = n y = 5. Except for the boundary nodes where a Dirichlet boundary condition holds, the graph of A relates directly to the discretization grid.
For simplicity, the domain will be partitioned into stripes : p rectangular boxes that are assigned to p processors as depicted in c1 processor P s+1 starts its computations at gridpoints ?" the bottom layer" of P s+1 skipping the correction from gridpoints " the top layer" of P s ; c2 immediately after the computations at the bottom layer gridpoints of P s+1 have been completed, the relevant corrections from P s+1 for the top layer gridpoints of P s can be sent to P s but these points have to wait for the nal update when all other points of P s have been completed; c3 the actual computations start from two sides: for the subdomains in the upper side of the physical domain the bottom layer and the top layer reverses see Fig. 5;  c4 for each subdomain the computation starts at the bottom layer gridpoints and they have been handled before any other gridpoint and nishes at the top layer grid points; c5 the numbering decreases or increases in the same way for neighbouring points, for the bottom layer gridpoints of P s+1 and the top layer gridpoints of P s compatible nunbering. This facilitates the implementation communication. Each gridpoint at the top layer has to know" where corrections come from. Condition c1 means that, according to some implicit global ordering, all the bottomlayer gridpoints ?" have to behandled numbered prior to all the neighbouring gridpoints: so these must wait for the contribution from bottom layer gridpoints before being updated.
We introduce the following terminology.
De nition 1 Since c ommunication only involves the gridpoints in the bottom and top layer, we will call the union the pseudo-overlap. Equivalently, we will say that P s is pseudo-overlapped b y P s+1 .
The trouble with any parallelization technique, that implicitly resorts to a reordering strategy like ours, is that the convergence properties of PCG usually deteriorate as the numberof subdomains increases, see, e.g., 25,27,36,37 . In order to get some feeling why this happens, let us examine the remainder matrix R. For this purpose, we add the rejected level-1 ll-in entries to the partial graph of Accepting all the ll-in entries of any level that are induced by the parallel ordering will avoid to deteriorate the PCG convergence, but unfortunately, this will also prevent the processors from performing e ciently in parallel. Going back to the incomplete factorization philosophy 31 , we will content ourselves with weakening the in uence of the neglected ll-in by increasing the pseudo-overlap width $, as well as the ll-in level inside the pseudooverlapping region. In Fig. 7 , this means that the gridpoints marked with " are included in the bottom layer for P s+1 in which case $ = 2 h. The bottom layer should comply with our requirements c1-c4. In the terminology of Doi
is denoted by ParGRIC`; $;`$, which reads as parallel generalized relaxed i n c omplete Cholesky factorization with pseudo-overlap width $;`$ stands for the ll-in level in the pseudo-overlapping regions, and`stands for the ll-in level in the remaining part of subdomains.
In the speci cation of $, the actual mesh size h will be dropped, say, k will stand for kh, in order to include variable mesh size problems and graphs of matrices that do not arise from discretized PDEs.
Remark 1 Under Condition c5, and in contrast to the level zero parallel preconditionings discussed in 25,36 , we are able to easily consider any ll-in level in the incomplete factorization schemes:
1. during the symbolic incomplete factorization phase, neighbouring subdomains may readily determine the same quantity and structure of information that they need to send or receive; 2. during the numeric incomplete factorization phase, each pseudo-overlapping subdomain should pack the information needed, ll-in contributions included, in a vector whose length has been computed during the symbolic incomplete factorization step.
We stress that in most realistic problems, level zero incomplete factorization methods are seldomly e cient. In particular, on parallel architectures, classical overlapping or non-overlapping domain decomposition methods, that combine ingredients of both direct methods as local solver and iterative methods as global solver, are in general more competitive. See, e.g., 39,40,15 .
Illustration
We assume, for ease of presentation, that the number p of subdomains P j , j = 0; All the processors contain approximately the same number of horizontal grid lines. It is obvious that for all the tasks involving preconditioning, data dependency occursonly at the interfaces between the subdomains.
Remark 2 The partitionings depicted in Figs. 5 and 8 are not the optimal ones whenever the number of subdomains is larger than three, unless the original physical domain is elongated in the y-direction, or equivalently, w h e n t h e numberofunknowns along the y-direction is fairly larger than the numberof unknowns along the x-direction. As already mentioned, our stripe partitionings are only used for simplicity, in order to illustrate how pseudo-overlapping could improve the convergence rate. For more or less symmetric regions, it would be better to split domains also in the x-direction.
Numerical results
As illustrative examples, we consider the following three problems that are particular cases of PDE 1: Problem 1 p = q = 1, t = 0, , = and ux; y = xx , 1yy , 1e xy ; h = 1 =n y + 1 . The PCG algorithm is executed with the zero vector as initial approximation, and the relative residual error kr i k 2 = kr 0 k 2 10 ,6 as convergence criterion.
To save computer time, we rst work with the preconditioned residual, till q i = 0 10 ,6 is satis ed see Fig. 1 for the de nition of i ; then we start checking whether the true residual is also su ciently reduced. This check requires computing an additional inner product. We h a ve opted for non blocking communications, which enables us to overlap computations with communications, whenever possible 13,17 . Experiment 1 : In order to see how pseudo-overlapping reduces the negative in uence of parallel orderings on the convergence rate, we r u n P arIC0; $;$, 1, and we let $ vary from 1 to 8. It appears that, the more di cult the problem is or the larger its size, the bigger is the advantage of increased pseudo-overlap. By way of illustration, we report in Fig. 10 Experiment 2 : For both preconditioners, we h a ve observed that ll-in level = 4 is in general e cient, in the sense that it minimizes the overall elapsed time on a quiet system only one user. We collect in Tables 1 3, and Fig. 11 , the performances for ParIC0; 1; 0, ParIC4; 5; 4, and AS4; $. We use the parallel speed-up, which is de ned as the ratio between the execution time of the parallel algorithm on one processor and the time taken by the same algorithm on p processors. For p = 1 the parallel code is, except for some negligible overhead for checking of parameters, equivalent to the serial process with incomplete Cholesky preconditioning.
Note that in the context of parallel incomplete factorization based methods, the preconditioning changes with the number of subdomains. This together with our de nition of speed-up, may explain why in some cases, the actual speed-up observed is larger than the number of processors. The following trends are evident. 1 ParIC4; 5; 4 is in general twice as fast as ParIC0; 1; 0, but the latter exhibits a slightly betterspeed-up. In our experiments, it has proved to be advantageous to take i n to account some ll-in entries induced by t h e parallelization reordering strategy. In this respect, we emphasize that Table 1 Problem 1. h ,1 = 5 1 3 ; n = 262144. Number of PCG iterations iter.; elapsed time in seconds for: the computation of the preconditioning matrix fact., the solver, and overall time; speed-up, for np processors. Table 2 Problem 2. h ,1 = 5 1 2 ; n = 262656. Number of PCG iterations iter.; elapsed time in seconds for: the computation of the preconditioning matrix fact., the solver, and overall time; speed-up, for np processors.. Table 3 Problem 3. h ,1 = 5 1 2 ; n = 263169. Number of PCG iterations iter.; elapsed time in seconds for: the computation of the preconditioning matrix fact., the solver, and overall time; speed-up, for np processors. ParIC4; 1; 4, which applies locally the same level of ll as ParIC4; 5; 4 but discards any induced ll-in entry, gives rise to a poor performance not reported here. 2 In order to remain competitive w i t h ParIC, the AS method must beapplied with a su ciently large overlap width, which dramatically increases the computational complexity. For Problem 3, $ = 2h is no longer appropriate. 3 For our test problems, ParIC4; 5; 4 emerges as the most e cient c hoice.
Experiment 3 : The rather low optimal" ll-in level observed in our case: 4 accounts for the fact that the linear system is solved only once. In the case of time-dependent PDEs, nonlinear problems, or strongly inde nite linear systems, higher ll-in levels may be better 40,15,29 . In such cases, the increase of the incomplete factorization cost is amortized by the decrease of the number of iterations. Even in this case, ParIC should be preferred over AS, as can be seen from Fig. 12. There we s h o w the performance of AS1; $ a n d ParIC1; $ max ; 1 f o r 8 a n d 16 processors. By $ max we mean that all ll-in entries induced by the parallelization renumbering strategy are accepted, except those that connect any couple of mesh nodes that belongto two nonadjacent layers. In the case of Problem 3, the convergence su ers from the presence of many well separated eigenvalues near the origin, 28 . We note that for 2 processors, as well as for the VDV 4-processor orderings see, 16 , 45 , ParIC1; $ max ; 1 becomes a direct solver, whereas AS remains an iterative one.
Conclusions
We have rst identi ed reasons why the performance of parallel incomplete factorizations deteriorates with increasing numberof subdomains. To remedy this, we have designed a new family of robust variants, that compare favorably with the popular additive Schwarz AS method. A salient feature of our approach is that no overlap seems necessary. The performance may be improved by a proper choice of the possibly variable relaxation parameters i . Preliminary numerical experiments indicate that optimal values depend on the numberof subdomains, in agreement with 36 .
Our approach may be adapted to unstructured grids as well. This is relatively easy when the domain is approximately partitioned into stripes, or in such a way that each subdomain has a limited number of neighbours. In other cases, care should be taken to de ne some logical hierarchy between neighbouring subdomains. For instance, if there holds i j then processor i pseudo-overlaps processor j, or vice-versa. By logical" we mean that deadlocks have to beavoided that is when two or more processors wait for information from each other. A variant of our approach, with an ordering induced pseudo-overlapping strategy, t h a t w i l l h e l p t o t a c kle intricate geometries and partitionings, will be published elsewhere after completion of all experiments. 
